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chicken, chicken parts, and bulk pack
turkey in fulfilling any current or future
State processing contracts during the
demonstration project period.
Participation in the demonstration
project will not ensure the processor
will receive any State processing
contracts.

Dated: April 19, 2000.

Samuel Chambers, Jr.,
Administrator, Food and Nutrition Service.
[FR Doc. 00–10745 Filed 4–28–00; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 3410–30–P

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Change of Commodity Reporting and
Analysis on Cocoa and Honey

AGENCY: Foreign Agricultural Service,
USDA.

ACTION: Notice of change of commodity
reporting and analysis on cocoa and
honey.

SUMMARY: Beginning with the June,
2000, Tropical Products: World Markets
and Trade Circular and the November,
2000, Sugar: World Markets and Trade
Circular, commodity and country
analysis and statistical tables for cocoa
and honey will be discontinued. This
decision is due to declining Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS) budget
resources and the need to more
strategically target remaining resources
in support of the agency’s primary
mission to facilitate the expansion of
export opportunities for U.S.-produced
agricultural commodities. The
availability of similar production and
trade information from other sources
was also a factor behind the decision.
FAS expects to continue to receive
voluntary reporting on cocoa production
and trade from an abbreviated number
of countries and these will continue to
be posted on the FAS Home page upon
receipt: http://www.fas.usda.gov.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Nancy Hirschhorn, Horticultural and
Tropical Products Division, Foreign
Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250–
1049 or telephone at (202) 720–2974.

Issued at Washington, DC, the 24th day of
April, 2000.

Richard Fritz,
Administrator, Foreign Agricultural Service.
[FR Doc. 00–10810 Filed 4–28–00; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 3410–10–M

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Forest Service

Natural Areas Trails Environmental
Impact Statement

AGENCY: Forest Service, USDA.
ACTION: Notice of Intent to Prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement.

SUMMARY: The Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service will prepare
an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) to analyze seven Natural Areas for
designation of hiker/equestrian trails on
the Shawnee National Forest and to
amend the Shawnee Natural Forest
Land and Resource Management Plan
(LRMP) to increase trail density
standards in Management Area (MA)
5.1.

Proposed Federal Action
The proposed Federal action includes:
(1) Designation trails for hiker/

equestrian use in or around three
natural areas, and allowing
construction, reconstruction and
maintenance on the trails. The analysis
will include four other natural areas
although additional specific trail
locations are not being proposed in
those areas.

(2) Amending the LRMP to increase
the Forest Service (FS) system trail
density standards in MA 5.1
(Wilderness) from 1-mile of trail per
square mile to 2-miles of trail per square
mile.

A more specific description follows:
Maps of the proposed management
action will be made available for
viewing and photocopying specific
areas of interest at each of the Shawnee
National Forest (NF) offices. Electronic
viewing is proposed to be available by
May 10, 2000 on the Shawnee NF
website: www.fs.fed.us/r9/shawnee.

(1) Natural Area Trails—The proposed
Federal action includes Forest System
trail proposals for hiker/equestrian
designation in Jackson Hollow, Double
Branch Hole and Lusk Creek
(Ecological/Zoological) Natural Areas.
Hiker/equestrian trails have already
been designated in Garden of the Gods,
and LaRue Pine Hills Natural Areas
within corroders shown on the Trail
Corridor Map attached to the ALRMP of
1992. There are currently no proposed
trail locations for Little Grand Canyon,
Bulge Hole or the portion of the Lusk
Creek Zoological area lying south of the
Eddyville–Golconda blacktop.

Based upon a site-specific review of
the trail corridors suggested on the Trail
Plan Corridor Map in the LRMP 1992
Amendment (ALRMP), designation of
hiker/equestrian trails is not possible in

Little Grand Canyon and Bulge Hole
Natural Areas for the following reasons:
(a) The Trail Map did not recognize the
cliff and deep drainages which prohibit
the north-south location of a trail in
Little Grand Canyon. In addition,
annual flooding would make trail
construction and maintenance for
equestrian use impractical; (b)
extremely steep terrain in Bulge Hole
makes an equestrian trail proposal
expensive and impractical, and (c) there
was no evidence of user-created
equestrian trail routes in either of these
areas prior to closure. There appears to
be little or no evidence of equestrian use
near the Lusk Creek Zoological Area
south of the Eddyville-Golconda
blacktop. The Shawnee is proposing no
additional trails at this time in that area.
Suggestions for the Bulge Hole
Ecological Area, the Little Grand
Canyon Ecological Area, and the Lusk
Creek Zoological (south of the
Eddyville-Golconda blacktop) that
surface during the scoping process may
assist in the development of
alternatives.

Within all Natural Areas
(Management Area 8.2) equestrian use is
restricted to designated Forest Service
system trails. Maps of proposed trails
can be viewed at each of the Shawnee
National Forest offices. A decision to
designate hiker/equestrian trails would
include future construction,
reconstruction and maintenance of the
trails using equipment, where
appropriate, or by hand.

(2) Amending the ALRMP trail
density standards in MA 5.1
(Wilderness) from 1 mile of trail per
square mile to 2 miles of trail per square
mile. (One square mile is equivalent to
640 acres. Two miles of trail would
occupy 1 to 2 acres.) This action would
allow the designation of the proposed
trails in and around Natural Areas (MA
8.2) in this management area. In
addition, at the time of the signing of
the ALRMP in 1992, designated Forest
Service system trails were within the
trail density standards. However, the
Forest Plan Trail Corridor Map
identifies potential trail corridors that
would exceed the trail density
standards, if implemented.

Decision to be made are whether or
not to:

(1) Designate, construct, reconstruct,
maintain equestrian/hiker trails in or around
seven natural areas;

(2) Amend the ALRMP to increase trail
density standards in MA 5.1 from 1 mile per
square mile to 2 miles per square mile; and

(3) The decision to be made includes the
Forest Supervisor’s approval of site-specific
mitigation and/or monitoring standards.
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